
Year 6 Overview: Summer 1 term 2024 (*text in blue font links to further information online)

Self-worth Engagement Purpose

English Values Physical Education
There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom by Louis Sachar

Meet Bradley Chalkers. He's the oldest
child in the class. He tells ENORMOUS
lies. He picks fights with girls. The
teachers say he has 'serious behaviour
problems'. And no one likes him ...
Except Carla, the new school
counsellor. She thinks Bradley is kind
and generous, and she even enjoys his
far-fetched stories.

Carla knows that Bradley could
change, if only he weren't afraid to try.
Sometimes the hardest thing in the
world is believing in yourself.

Having read Louis Sachar’s Holes earlier in the year, we revisit the
author in the summer term with our class reader, ‘There’s a Boy in
the Girls’ Bathroom’.

Our learning skill focus this half term is...

COMMUNICATION
…where we learn that when we work effectively with one-another,

we are greater than the sum of our parts.

We will continue to
develop our
fundamental skills
through strike and field
games, athletics and
dance.

Maths Science
At the beginning of the term, we will
continue to revise select areas of the key
stage two maths curriculum.

After the children complete their SATs,
we will learn more about statistics and
apply our mathematical knowledge to
solving reasoning problems.

Animals including humans

TIn science this term, pupils will be learning about the human
circulatory system. They will learn about the main parts of the
circulatory system (heart, lungs, blood vessels, blood) and how they
work together to deliver oxygen, nutrients and water around the
body.

Writing Music
In the Summer term,
children will continue
compiling their writing
anthologies. Pupils will
create a number of
fiction and non-fiction
pieces.

In music this term, pupils will learn the basics of the ukulele. They
will learn how to play some versatile chords and apply this
knowledge by performing pieces in class.

Creative Growth Mindset PSHE
Poetry

We will be looking at ‘The Lost Words’ by Robert McFarlane & Jackie
Morris
RE

In RE, we will be learning about Islam.

As always, we will be continuing to focus on a
growth mindset approach to our learning,
providing pupils with challenges that require
perseverance, determination and resilience.

Our PSHE topic this half-term is
‘Relationships’. Pupils will learn about
ways to identify and manage their
feelings in addition to learning about
maintaining positive relationships.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcyycdm/articles/z9w9r2p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcyycdm/articles/z9w9r2p
https://www.thelostwords.org/lostwordsbook/

